List of Exhibits for Regional General Permit SAJ-114

Exhibit 1: Ecosystem Management Agreement
Exhibit 2: Sediment and Erosion Control
Exhibit 3: SAJ-114 Boundary Map
Exhibit 4: SAJ-114 High Quality/Altered Wetlands Map
Exhibit 5: SAJ-114 March 2013 Aerial Photo
Exhibit 6: SAJ-114 Sub-Watershed Map
Exhibit 7: SAJ-114 Conservation Units Map
Exhibit 8: Conservation Unit Map & Description – Barrett Branch Conservation Unit
Exhibit 9: Conservation Unit Map & Description – Boutwell Branch Conservation Unit
Exhibit 10: Conservation Unit Map & Description – Bunker Cove Conservation Unit
Exhibit 11: Conservation Unit Map & Description – Mitchell River Conservation Unit
Exhibit 12: Conservation Unit Map & Description – Doe Head Swamp Conservation Unit
Exhibit 13: Conservation Unit Map & Description – Kelly Pond Conservation Unit
Exhibit 14: Conservation Unit Map & Description – Otter Creek Conservation Unit
Exhibit 15: Conservation Unit Map & Description – Pigeon Creek Conservation Unit
Exhibit 16: Conservation Unit Map & Description – Sister River Conservation Unit
Exhibit 17: Conservation Units Map & Description – State Forest Conservation Unit
Exhibit 18: Conservation Unit Map & Description – Three Mile Branch Conservation Unit

Exhibit 19: Conservation Unit Map & Description – Tiller Branch Conservation Unit

Exhibit 20: Principles for Forest & Wildlife Management of Conservation Units

Exhibit 21: SAJ-114 Conservation Units Checklist

Exhibit 22: Conservation Easement for Conservation Units Type I

Exhibit 23: Conservation Easement for Conservation Units Type II

Exhibit 24: Conservation Easement for Mitigation/Preservation

Exhibit 25: SAJ-114 Biological Assessment

Exhibit 26: Preliminary Jurisdiction Determination Form & Jacksonville District Wetland Delineation Survey Policy.


Exhibit 30: GIWW and Right-of-way

Exhibit 31: Dredge material disposal areas

Exhibit 32: Vehicular Access Points

Exhibit 33: SAJ-114 Conditions for work adjacent to the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway, right-of-way, dredge material disposal easements, and vehicular access points

Exhibit 34: Individual Project Approval Checklist

Exhibit 35: As-Built Certification By Professional Engineer form